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Time Bomb· To Highlight Family Day 
DEAN O'CONNER OUSTED BY IRATE FACULTY 
01/icials To C01i~ec1·ate 
Logan Hall Depositoi·y 
The main event of the 1954 
Family Day celebration will be 
the gala dedication of the Logan 
Hall Time Bomb Depository. The 
dedication will get under way 
with a parade from Science Hall 
to Logan Hall. The order of 
march will be as follows: First 
will come the Xavier Perishing 
Rifles, resplendent in. their silver 
breast plates and rinestone kilts. 
Next will come Gil Mariner and 
his Marching Mailmen. The band 
will be playing the Entrance of 
the Gladiators. Bringing up the 
rear will be the faculty and 
archdiocesan clergy. 
Upon reaching the Logan Hall 
terrace the parade will disband 
and a crowd expected to reach 
265,347,908 will listen to a three 
hour speech by the Red Dean of 
Cant. on Why McCarthy is a 
Redbaiter. This will be in keeping 
with the Family Day Xavier-
Americana theme. 
The high point in the after-
noon;s festivities will coine when 
Freddy Miller, head of the Chem-
istry department, mounts the 
parapet of Logan Hall, sets fire 
to himself, and leaps into the 
time depository 30 stories below, 
where he will be entered along 
with several other old relics to 
include the first copy of The 
Xavier News, the first pork chop 
served in the cafeteria, the Rev. 
James F. Maguire, S.J., and an old 
shovel from the philosophy de-
partment. 
NFCCS Dispatches 
Scholar Fr. Nolan 
To Tour Palestine 
Under the sponsorship of the 
National Federation of Conspir-
ing Communist Sympathizers, 
Rev. Lloyd Nolan, S.J., S.T.L., 
R.A., M.B.L., professor of com-
parative theology, will leave 
New York Harbor tomorrow on 
the USS Constitution for an ex-
tended tour throughout Pales-
tine. Fr. Nolan will visit such im-
portant Holy Land spots as 
ldumaea, Perea, Decapolis, and 
the Dead Sea. 
The purpose of his trip, The 
News learned from Rev. John 
Weasel, NFCCS moderator, is to 
investigate the height of several 
Palestinian mountains and to 
find out if the mean temperature 
of the land is actually 61 degrees. 
Tilis task, of course, will require 
a full year of deep and profound 
calculation, but, as Fr. Weasel 
put it, "We are sure that the stu-
dents of Xavier University, from 
whose pockets this money comes, 
will not mind giving a few thous-
and dollars to such important re-
search work as this." 
If and when Fr. Nolan returns 
from his spending spree, the 
NFCCS will sponsor a workshop 
to discuss the implications of 
Palestinian climate and soil on 
modern day Catholic life. Fr. 
Nolan will also show slides. 
~~!::::~ 
Rev. Paul L. O'Conner, S.J., rises to take the oath prior to his 
testifying at his impeachment proceedings. Holding the Koran is 
baliff and turnkey Raymond F. McCoy. 
Others hlentifiable are: Rev. Joseph C. Nosuch and Maj. Ben C. 
Parakeet, military representative to the board; second row, .Robert 
Thistle and Bernard L. Carton; third row, I. W. Harper, Walter F. 
Speeler, William E. Sauerbraten, Daniel D. Gooseman and William 
C. Mercurochrome; fourth row, Ignatius A. Kamel, Walter J. Shark. 
A. Pedro Inserni, Louis G. Dumbman and Carl Showpan (with foot). 
This picture was taken secretly by News cameraman Martin 
Luther Daly at great personal risk as cameras were barred from the 
hearing. The head of Court Reporter Spleeney is also visible. 
Army Institutes Cot1rt-Marti.al 
For Hodslitiger On 90 Co1111ts 
C o 1 o n e 1 George L. Hod-
slinger, Professor of Millinery 
Sewing and Textiles will ap-
pear in Washington before a 
Special Court-Martial on 10 
Apr., 1954. He has been indicted 
on 90 counts of bribery and em-
bezzlement, and is at the moment 
free on $25,000 bond. 
As the NEWS understands it, 
Colonel Hodslingei· is accused of 
taking rather than giving, Com-
missions. 
Star witness for the Defeni;e 
will be M/Sgt. James E. Belch. 
Witnesses for the Prosecution 
will include the Colonel's secre-
tary, Mrs. Harris, and SFC Ray-
mond "Dan" DeFoe and his Man 
Friday. 
As the Colonel returned from 
preliminary hearings this morn-
ing he was met by a delegation 
of Campus Commandos under 
the command of Captain William 
Fitz (horse-thief) Patrick. Cap-
tain FitzPatrick apologized for 
the small turnout, but emphasized 
that the remainder of the force 
was p1·eparing to occupy defen-
sive positions around St. Barbara 
Hall in the event that the auth-
orities in Washington should 
dare to attempt the actual Court-
Martial. 
In order to show his apprecia-
tion for Captain FitzPatrick's 
thoughtfulness, Colonel Hod -
slinger decorated him as Knight 
Commander of the Order of 
Gung - Ho Gentlemen - at - Arms 
and then accompanied him on an 
inspection of his defensive posi-
tions. 
The positions to the North of 
St. Barbara Hall were occupied 
by a Squad of Campus Com-
mandos armed with M-21 Rifles 
(the newest thing on the mar-
ket), and commanded by 1st 
Trumpeter Garripoli. 
Those on the east were held by 
'ii. '·squad of fierce-looking, bay-
onet-armed men headed by Sen-
or Wright, noted Panamanian 
revolutionary and nephew of 
Colonel Hodslinger. Since the 
west drive is considered the most 
likely avenue of approach in the 
event of an attack by Federal 
forces, Captain FitzPatrick has 
assumed personal command here. 
His plan of defense is said to in-
clude triggered guy-wires im-
bedded in the west wall of St. 
Barbara Hall so as to cause the 
wall to fall on an attacking force 
when a wire is struck. (The 
danger to the defenders is negli-
gible, as they are dug in.) 
The defense of the southern 
exposure ha~ been left in the 
hands of an ·obscure gentleman 
known as the Clerk-at-Arms, 
who was last seen at one of the 
third floor windows of St. Bar-
bara Hall, preparing what ap-
peared to be flour-and-water 
bombs. 
Within the last ,several hours 
Colonel Hodslinger has barri-
caded his office with furniture 
and filing cabinets, remarking 
before going into seclusion that 
what he was about to do he did 
for the good of the Corps. 
Test Schedule To Go Up 
The Registrar's office announced 
this week that the examination 
schedule for January, 1954 will 
be posted in the coming week. 
lly Joseph (illissi11g) U11k, 11.S.IJ.A. 
Dean Charged With Neglect, _Unexcused Ahsencc; 
Blumcs Conviction On Return Of Liberal Thought 
A special session of the Faculty Governing Board has just 
voted to oust Dean Paul L. O'Conncr for gross negligence, 
dereliction of duty, and being absent without leave. The group 
took immediate action when it received reports that Fr. 
O'Conner was reclining on a Cypress Gardens Fla. lawn 
when he should have been at his 
desk disciplining class cutters. 
More specifically, Fr. O'Conner 
was charged with over empha-
sizing, contrary to modern schools 
of academic thought, the theory 
of education that puts business 
administration above all the 
other sciences. The board discov-
ered in O'Conner's desk, a plan 
to introduce courses in check 
kiting and advanced loan float-
ing for next semester. 
In his defense, Fr. O'Conner 
entered a plea of nolo contendere 
and lashed out at what he called, 
"dangerous political enemies who 
are trying to get me by rekind-
ling the spark of liberal arts edu-
cation in this institution." Fr. Q'-
Conner was reminded by pre-
siding justice Glen A. LaGrange 
that people around the University 
had been trying to "get" him for 
a number of years and that he 
still wasn't coming through. 
Prosecuting attorneys were 
Thomas C. Hailstones, chairman 
of the department of philosophy, 
Navy Gets O'Conner 
Frank L. Luken, professor of 
classical languages and Ray Til-
ton, emeritus professor of Eng-
lish. 
Charles Wheeler, lecturer in 
accounting, and Oscar J. La 
Plante, professor of physical edu-
cation and renowned steeplejack 
Beware the Kalends of April! 
The editors of this newspaper 
will adamantly receive comment 
on this issue from any rea•ler 
who feels compelletl to offer it. 
The staff may be foun•l barri-
caded on the thh•tl floor of the 
Union Building. 
However, before rushinr to join 
the swelling mob, you are en· 
Joined to glance at the dateline 
on this paper. 
defended the former Dean. "My 
counsel was woefully inade-
quate," O'Conner moaned, "es-
pecially Wheeler's brief which 
contained so many misspellings 
that the judge couldn't read it." 
An interesting side light to the 
trial was provided when Mr. Al-
bizu N. Inserni, professor of phy-
sics and expert abacus - user 
leaped to his feet as Fr. O'Conner 
stood to receive sentencing and 
began showering the assembly 
\vith sugar cane stalks, scream-
ing at the top of his voice as he 
did so. 
He was subdued by Rev. John 
Usher, the sergeant - at - arms. 
When order was restored, it 
was learned that lnserni had not 
shouted, "Set Canada free" as 
was previously supposed, but had, 
in reality, screamed, "Keep Puer-
to Rico green." 
Fr. O'Conner announced his 
intention of refoining the Brit-
ish Navy as an Anglican chap-
lain, a position he held for a 
number of years before turning 
agnostic Jesuit. 
Fr. Wenzel Called 
'Actor, Lobbyist' 
By Director Hoivie 
Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., 
chairman of the department of 
} theology, who was run over by 
nn automobile at Dana Ave. and 
Victory Pkwy. last week, was de-
nounced today by City Traffic 
Engineer, George (Hurdle) How-
ie as a "pool' actor, an imbecile 
lobbyist and a man with suicidal 
tendencies." 
Mr. Howie said that investi-
gations by the Cincinnati Police 
Dept. disclosed that Fr. Wenzel 
purposely walked in front of the 
automobile as part of a high-
pressure campaign by Xavier 
University to get new traffic 
lights installed. 
Fr. Wenzel was arrested by 
Police for obstructing traffic. 
.Foreign Language 
Club To 1-lear IIit 
At the next meeting of the 
Foreign Language Clubs, the 
members will be treated to a 
rendition of an originally com-
posed song by Mr. Paul Riesel-
man, instructol' in German. The 
smash hit is called "Mein Namen 
ist Hans Rotereba, Und I'm Der 
Finest Little Dutchman in the 
Land." 
Joseph E. Bourgeois, assistant 
professor of French will report 
on the progress of the group's 
effort to establish the Jacobin 
Society in America. 
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Obiter Dicta 
By Don llellkamp 
Move over, guys we're being invaded! Enrollment is 
figured to skyrocket with all the students expected from this 
new drive. Barracks, kennels, and cages are in the process 
of being built in anticipation of things to come. What's the 
reason for all this? 
All other methods having 
failed, Rev. Nicholas Claus Mann 
has decided on a campaign to 
s~licit students regardless of age, 
sex, or pedigree so as to afford 
the bus shelter recently given the 
thumbs down by the senior class. 
At last auditing there was $18.46 
for building funds, $17 of which 
was in unpaid pledges for the 
Union Building (which explains 
the unfinished woodwork on the 
third floor). 
There is $28,000 for gas, oil, 
and repairs on Plymouths, and 
$2,864, 732,069 for cornering the 
education market during the pre-
dicted depression which Ike has 
been decrying. It is easily seen 
that $1.46 isn't enough to unfrus-
trate the plans of that bus shel-
ter, so-0-0-0 ... 
All stops are out. Perhaps plans 
are based on a student body of 
132,597. This includes men, wom-
en, and all dogs and homing 
pigeons used in the last two wars. 
None of them, reportedly,, has 
ever touched any of his GI Bill. 
(Ed Kluska is already in the pro-
cess of working out a few end 
run plays with a greyhound at 
left half.) 
Recruiting is the byword.Rep-
resentatives are already in all the 
grade schools demonstrating just 
how much easier a degree from 
old XU will make high school. 
Children me not the only ones 
who will be approached. In line 
with these other ideas, many new 
practical courses are to be added 
to the curriculum. Beating the 
Pinballs, PH 35,. and Sleeping 
with Your Eyes Open, S014 are 
two examples of the new courses. 
Other new courses will include 
Padding Expense Accounts, Ac 
204, Ee 204, and MT 204; Haiti 
Black Magic, PL 233; and Hang-
over Neutralization, CH J7. 
However, the biggest attraction 
seems to be in the field of Poli-
tical Science which Dr. Frank 
Petet·s is offering. These courses 
include Fixing Parking Tickets, 
PO 138; Power Politics, PO 139; 
Bribing Judges, PO 157; and 
Keeping Your Net Income Under 
$600, PO 5, AC5, EC 5, MT 5, 
SO 5, and PL 5. The latter two 
courses will discuss the compari-
tive advantages to society of such 
an action. Dr. Peters' reputation 
in these fields is highly regarded. 
Oh yes, the bookstore will be 
under new management. Mrs. 
Drach passed away happily while 
figuring the profits from the sale 
of beanies to the new freshman 
class. 
Dorm Students Get Big· Break; 
Nig·lit Croquet Gltmes Plan1ied 
The administration of Xavier University has not let the 
construction of the $900,000 Brockman Hall deter it from 
improving the living conditions of the present dorm students. 
Among the most recent addi,tions requiring considerable ex-
pense and trouble was the installing of a flood light outside 
the Senior cells. Plans for night 
croquet matches are being drawn venience of those students major-
up. ing in Home Economics. 
Now that the new transformer A new policy has been inaug-
station has reached completion, urated in X's Traffic Department. 
other structures a r e b e in g Instead of several small orange 
planned so that the students will stickers being applied to side 
not have to suffer through the windows, as has been the policy 
Spring semester without the ac- in the past, one opaque wind-
companying lullaby of pile driv- shield size ticket will be used to 
ers, jack hammers, and bulldoz- obstruct vision completely in~ 
ers. Word has been received by stead of merely hampering it. 
Father Mann that new and long- At the instigation of Father 
er ditches are on the university's Petters, head of the Chemistry 
building agenda. Department, full sized· crocodiles 
Clothes dryers have been in- will be substituted for the small 
stalled in the basement of Hin- salamanders previously used. Dr. 
kle Hall in order that the Jesuit Toughfury has informed The 
launqry no longer has to be News that a slightly bigger elec-
flown at half mast from Hinkle tro-encephlograph will be pur-
Hall Towers. Conducted tours chased. 
have been arranged for the con- (Continued from Page 3) 
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Catch The Clue To Creeps 
p: 
Link the personage with the clues to car:npus personalities. Then 
complete the following statement in 18,000 words or less, and send 
it to UC, attention Dr. Raymond Walters: "I think the Cincinnati 
News Record is the worst U. S. College paper because .... 
Place the number of the phrase below corresponding to the 
picture indicated. 
Top Left 
Cottom Left 
1) "Munch, munch, 
Top Right 
Bottom Right 
Bushman likes bananas for lunch." 
2) "Frankenserni's on the loose 
Dripping with tobasco juice." 
3) "Janeeen, Janeen, 
I've got to see the clean." 
4) ~Sec the Phalanger's bloody stare 
Peering from his windowed lair." 
Remember, you may win one 01· all of these fabulous prizes: 
lst prize: Sis Camp 
2nd prize:Free ticket for every seat on the Parkway side of Xavier 
Stadium for every game for 1.hc i1ext ten years. 
3t·cl prize: Lifetime subscription to The News, the Athenaeum, and 
Romantic Love Comics, 
4th prize: Logan Hall. 
Get your entry in now. The deadline for entries is January 27, 
1984. 
Beyond 
The X- Horizon 
By Jim Gilligan 
In a recent meeting of the Academic Council of Muskie U. 
the problem of pinball machines on campus created some 
difference of opinion amon'.g the faculty present Many felt 
that since Cincinnati City fathers and PTA members opposed 
them, it didn't seem right to keep the pinball machines in 
operation here. Leading prohibi-
tionist to ban and destroy the 
monsters was Mr. Albert Worst 
who bemoaned the fact that the 
blinking lights on the machines 
in the library keep him awake. 
"Besides," he explained, "I will 
never get to finish my copy of 
Dr. Kinsey's book with students 
coming up and wanting a quar-
ter's worth of nickels all the 
time." 
Commented Director of Devel-
opment Mr. John Dozer, "Oh 
great stuff, great stuff, take out 
my pinball machines and then 
how the heck do we pay off 
Brockman Hall?" 
At this point the meeting w~s 
interrupted by the enfrance of 
the Sergeant-At-Arms Rev. J. 
Peter Bushwackcr who insisted 
on calling roll and narrowly 
missed giving a double cut to 
Rev. J. V. MeKlumsey for failing 
to attend until someone found 
him off in a corner snickering to 
himself over an old issue of Es-
quire. 
The meeting was resumed with 
the reading of a thrilling 400 
page paper by Rev. J. Lemmer 
on "The Immorality of Cre-
mating the Starlings according 
to St. Thomas, S.J." Lemmer was 
congratulated on his fine work 
but reminded that the paper had 
nothing to do with the pinball 
problem and was booted from the 
meeting for being out of order. 
Eminent philosopher Mr. Her-
bert Snortz pointed out that the 
machines would have to go be-
cause of the element of gambling 
involved. He then cited the scan-
dal which had recently shook the 
entire faculty when an investi-
gating sub-committee headed by 
Mr. Walter J. Clarke sneaked 
down to the Xavier seismograph 
which had been g1vmg out 
strange clicking noises and found 
none other than Rev. Victory 
Stechulte feeding nickels into a 
slot machine! 
Adding to that was the fact 
that Ti·easurcr Nickels Mann had 
been caught embezzling $69,723.31 
from the school's petty cash box 
to play the machines in South 
Hall and nearly started a riot 
when Mrs. C. Drach, book-store 
maggot, i·efused to let him play 
off his free games because, as she 
said, 86251/2 games would take 
too long when other boys were 
waiting to play. Mr. Frank Pe-
ters claimed Mann ought to stand 
(Continued on Pace 8) 
~~.-.0-d_a_ •a-u ,_...,._. 
OF NOTE 
By Diclc Coalell~ 
The Fine Arts Committee will 
give its fourth lecture of the 
current series next Wednesday 
at 1:30 entitled, ..,The Growing 
Dope Menace Among College 
Band Musicians." The speaker 
will be Miss Lila Leeds, star of 
stage, screen and the Lexington 
Narcotics Corrective Hospital. . 
Also, what proves to be the 
musical highlight of the year will 
be presented the next night, 
Thursday, by the Fine Arts Com-
mittee, in the armory. The United 
Nations International Orchestra 
for the Development of Common 
Music as the Universal Language 
for the Common Man will present 
a four hour concert. 
This orchestra under the direc-
tion of the brilliant Mongolian 
conductor, VladimarShenhazi, is 
one of the most unique musical 
ventures in the world. By com-
bining the scale of western music 
with the scales of Gregorian 
Chant, Ancient Greek and Baby-
lonian music and the scales and 
rhythm of eastern music the 
UNIODCMULCM has created a 
music that embraces all of man's 
musical endeavors through all of 
history. 
The final compositions are pro-
d1aced by a music making machine 
operated by ten talented young 
Americans, under the direction of 
its inventor, Mr. Horace Heidt. 
Though singing is done in every 
language, the lyrics to be heard 
Thursday are in English, except 
for one chorus of "Xavier for 
Aye," to be sun~ in Assyrian. 
They were written by the col-
laborating team of Richard Rod-
gers, Stan Kenton and Xavier 
Professor Joseph Link. Jr. (the 
reason we have to, or rather have 
been able to have this fine group 
here.) 
That international cooperation 
is stressed by this organization is 
seen in the harmony by the 
variety of musicians playing a 
great variety of ancient and mod-
ern instruments. 
The strings consist of 13 seven 
string dulcimers and 21 thirteenth 
century nail violins. In the brass 
section are 4 banner trumpets 
from the court of King Arthur 
and 3 sackbutts (in French 
"saccabQutte"). There are no 
reeds, this section being taken up 
by 7 Swiss Alp horns. Most unique 
is the rhythm section consisting 
of 3 tamborines, 3 Jews' harps, an 
Egyptian lyre (amplified), a Bali-
nese gong chimes (small carved 
xylophone with each key hitting 
a gong), a Chinese stone chimes 
(as by traditfon played by two 
Buddist priests), an African 
twelve-foot split drum (a Sudan-
ese courtship drum made of a 
log and trounced on by 7 head-
hunters) and a steam caliope. 
· Bruno Blackape, the man who 
provides the steam needed for the 
· caliope was named "Fireman of 
the Year" for 1953 by Metronome 
magazine. 
One example of the lnterna· 
tional cooperation can be seen In 
the use of an Instrument called 
the bull roarer, an Aztec Instru-
ment consisting of a flat piece 
of wood on a length of catgut 
attached to a pole. It is twirled 
under the feet of the natives on 
the split drum (skip rope style), 
who in turn, inspired by the Jiln· 
gle-like heat from the steam 
caliope, keep the beat on instru· 
ments of other countries. 
The UNIODCMULCM is pro-
mulgating the basic barefoot 
dance of Afro-Cuban as the social 
dance of the International Age. 
Students are urged to enter into 
the spirit of this by checking 
shoes and socks at the door. 
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Bells Bring Bedlam To X; So1Jliists Finally 
L k M k T" S d Become · Steedfast U en a es 11ne tu y pr~I~s!~r~~r~ht~s~;~;~·~~~~ ~~~ 
Dr. !bring Bedlam of IBM Times be represented. At this, nounced that the campus organ-
arrived on the Xavier campus Drs. Clarke and Hailstones rose ization of which he is the mod-
d b d d F D" d erator will change its name to yesterday to adjust the Uni- an ran. e r. 1~mon as a the Xavier Riding Club. 
. narrow-mmded react10nary. 
vers1ty clock and bell system. In an effort to settle the dis- Dr. Gendreau explained the 
He was summoned after a pute, the Xavier News reporter change by pointing out that the 
stormy session of the Academic rose and suggested that all the members had a more intimate 
Council at which various methods clocks be set on Naval Observa- connection wilh horses than they 
to correct the inacuracies of the tory time. This brought forth a did with their former subject. In 
University Clock and Bell system barrage from Col. George Hod- reply to objections that the horses 
were discussed. slinger who said he considered would suffer from fox hunting 
It seems that the clocks and it a personal afront and that the with unexperienced riders, Dr. 
bells in Logan Han· preceed the suggestion has implications to the Gendreau replied, "It's not the 
t :.t h' b effect that his dnpar·tment doesn't 'unt that 'urts the 'orse, it's the ou uoo1· c imes y one minute. " 
The chimes in turn are two min- even know the time of day. Un- 'amrner, 'ammer, 'ammer of the 
utes behind the ship's bells in able to reach any decision, the 'arc!, 'ard 'ighway." 
Commander O'Conner's office. council voted to have Mr. Frank 
These bells control the Time Luken make a "Time Study" and 
Gun at the Militai,:y Department report on the matter next year. 
Fr. Reif Trhuuphs 
In 3200-Mile Race which sets off the cuckoo clock 
in the Public Relations Depart-
ment. 
MARINER HITS ROAD Word reached The News late 
Mr. Gilbert T. Mariner, direc- today that Rev. Fredrick J. Rief,' 
Various solutions were posed at tor of the XU band has accepted S.J., director of Student Housing, 
the meeting. Mr. Overberg of the a position as the summer guest had won the 3200 mile Pan Amer-
maintainance department, who conductor on the Norfolk and ican stock car road race. 
presided at the meeting, said that Western Railway. Fr. Rief, driving a 1951 Nash 
the whole thing was due to the :::::=:::::;;::;;;::::::====I sedan, averaged 92.8 m.p.h. Inter-
fact that the new transformer, SISTER VIRGINIA says: viewed a[ter the grueling run, 
installed at a cost of $4,020,000, "I like a man that smokes I Fr. Rief admitted that the prac-
was running backwards. This EDGECLIFF TOBBACO" tice he gained zipping from Hin-
was rejected by Dr. Herbie Snorts sweet-old-fashioned-aromatic Ide Hall to Marian Hall had 
who, in an essay, called Free- greatly benefitted him in the 
Tl · k' d T · A tra11ition among equestrians. mt mg an emporaltsm set contest. 
forth his idea that each clock 
Miller Unfrocked 
In an exclusive interview, 
Fredrick N. Miller, former chair-
man of the Xavier Chemistry 
dept., blasted the .University ad-
ministration and the Society of 
What Happened In Cincinnati? 
PAGE THREE 
Jesus for failing to grant his re-
quested leave of absence to 
enable him to market his almni-
num process. 
Commenting on his unfrock-
ment by the Jesuit provincial, 
Mr. Miller said, "H2oCh&K9p%." 
Pressed by The News reporter for 
further comment, Miller added, 
"After 65 years here at Xavier, 
I am convinced that the only 
realities are matter and motion." 
Miller will join the Atomic En-
ergy Commission at Oak Ridge 
to be in charge of saving things. 
Trucks will be at Xavier this 
week to remove Miller's possess-
ions from under the stadium. 
Raincoats 
Umbrellas 
Rubbers 
Galoshes 
for men, women 
and children. 
should be set on a different time ------------------------------------------------------
so that the students could choose 
their own time and still not be 
late for class. Dr. U. N. McCoy 
said that this was impractical but 
that he would agree to it if each 
clock would be set to correspond 
to the time in some U. N. country. 
Fr. Watchdog Diamond, however, 
insisted that only the Anti-Red 
Kinsey Neiv Head; 
To Lecture Soon 
The Fine Arts Committee has 
finally arranged a lecture by the 
world-reknowned Dr. Kinsey en-
titled "The Place of the Church 
in the Home." It has been ru-
mored that Dr. Flimsey may re-
place Father Lemmon as head of 
the Philosophy Department. 
Several new courses have been 
announced for next semester's 
curriculum: Early Russian Poets 
1523-1525 (Fr. Leany), Great 
American Heroes, Benedfot Ar-
nold, Karl Marx, and Joe Mc-
Carthy (A. P. Feters), Third 
Year Back Spacing (Dr. T. Rain-
drops), & The Use of Paralde-
hyde in the Home (Fr. Killer). 
The Honors Course Committee 
has replaced Fr. Leaiherington 
with Robert Hutchins, formerly 
Chancellor of the University of 
Chicago, as had of the H.A.B. Dr. 
Hutchins has substituted Hindu 
and early Chinese for the "now 
obsolete Latin and Greek." 
A special bulletin from the 
Evening College states, "Out of 
consideration for those students 
working at night, courses will be 
offered from 2:00-6:00 A. M." 
Dark glasses and pillows must be 
furnished by the students them-
selves. 
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Our completely ·washable 
Son O'Celtic Sport Sl1irt 
by McGregor 
The interesting textured weave of this crisp, comfortable 
rayon sport shirt by McGregor is doubly important 
because the fabric is completely washable:' It's 
styled with the new rounded spread collar and twin 
flap pockets. Chcose white, blue, mint or gold 
in sizes small, medium, medium large and larg·e. 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS• STREET FLOOR 
.Mahley,. & Carew 
- -
l11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F. ----------------------------------------------
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SWEET Se~ator McCarthy Blasts STUFF 
" By Sugar Cain 
Nobody was happier to see Al Stephan go than Ed Kluska. Ed Al Stephan As Red Agent 
claims that it was a welcomed change to get into Stephan's office . 
and away from Lavelle and Smyth. "All Red wants to do is watch By Weir Wolff 
Frank Leahy New Grid ·coac~ 
Kluska Promoted In Big Shi1 
By Pel l\lel 
movies of old games and that Smyth wears that UC letter sweater Senator Joseph McCarthy, speaking before a full house 
of his so much that it is beginning to smell" mused the new athletic at Music Hall, said last night that he has certain evidence 
director. Kluska expressed even more happiness over Superior Lin-
Bringing his own supply of towels new Xavier footbE 
Coach Frank Leahy arrived in Cincinnati early yesterda 
The former Notre Dame star and coach will fill the positic 
vacated by Ed Kluska's appointment as athletic director ar 
head of the athletic recruitment service. 
en Supply's offer to keep Leahy in towels during the season. "Gee that links Xavier University's Athletic Director Al Stephan 
Whiz, I'm sure glad I never had to use one of these things," he said. with the Reds. Said the Junior Senator from Wisconsin: 
• • • • • "We have secured information that there are certain The change in the athletic de-
partment brought to an end a 1-1-1-8 or umbrella patter 
successful and winning "Era of Leahy commented that it wi 
Good Feeling" and the only ves- stop them like "water off a duck 
tiges of the ancient regime will back." 
Ned Wulk's enraged bellows could be heard throughout the factions in Cincinnati which are 
fieldhouse as he went after Stephan in his office. Incidentally, Fr. decidedly pro-Red. We have 1,1n- tainly willing to meet Mr. Mc-
Mann is sueing Wulk for damages to the NIT trophy and hopes to covered facts pointing especially earthy at any time to debate his 
get enough to take the dents out of the cast iron award. to Mr. Al Stephan, who was re- charges. I happen to know that 
* * * • * cently discharged from the Ath- he is partial to an Indian up-
The effects of the new Hetherington administration have al- letic Department of Xavier Uni- rising ·in Milwaukee and that. he 
ready been evidenced in the athletic department. Mary Mathews, versity here in Cincinnati. Be- has favored a group of red-
who has :\ bard time writing letters in English, has to write all fore he was employed there, Mr. stockinged egg heads from Bos-
department cor1·es1>onclence in Latin starting with the phrase "Salve Stephan had been associated with ton in a plot to murder the Sena-
amicus" and the football team has to caH signals in Greek. "Archon" the Reds. We have found out tors. But I will reserve any more 
Zymslinski will now call a 38 tear on "Hoi Poloi Hike." Tickets that their cell meetings were held statements until I can speak over 
from now on will be small stone tablets inscribed with hieroglyphics. in deserted Crosley Field usually the radio." 
• • • • • · in the early afternoon, but some- Senator McCarthy also impli-
Fl'om the pictul'e above it is apparent that the vacation has times under cover of darkness. cated M1·. Bertoie Tebbetts, Mr. 
put some weight on Coach Leahy. Not only that but the Irish men- We intend to bring this matter Gus Bell, and Mr. Ted Kluszew-
tor has gone in for turtle neck sweaters! A cat coach! to the public attention, and we ski as being important men in 
• • * * • are planning a full investigation." the Red organi:i:ation. McCarthy 
It was noted that the official football price list published in this Stephan Will Reply added that these men were cur-
issue offers rates which are far below those of other universities in Later last night The News con- rently at a party meeting in Flor-
the immediate vicinity and it was our fear that the cut would scare tacted Mr. Stephan at his home ida, but would be returning to 
away many perspective "students." Ed Kluska explained that our for a statement. He said he had disgrace Cincinnatians some time 
building plan has drained much of the alumni fund of $750,000,000- listened to McCarthy's charges in April. 
000. "Going big time is no cheap thing. Why, during spring practice over the radio, and was going to The Senator concluded by 
we had to rent the Talley Ho for a week for the boys and it cost ask WC.PO and WLW for free stating that Cincinnati will not 
us an extra th-ousand to get a license for public singing. Sam Wreck- time to answer ihe Senator's ac- be able to hold its head up with 
er seemed to think that some new suits might improve the boys' cusations. other loyal American cities if the 
playing abilities so we got 400 suits for them. See, mine's new . . . Mr. Stephan said, "I am cer- Reds are allowed to remain _here. 
feel the material." 
JELLY TYCOONS PRESS 
BALDWIN FOR TOP POST 
In announcing Xavier's big time, Athletic Director Ed Kloska 
outlined the staclium development plan which would be started this 
month. On my preclccessor's suggestion, the stadium horseshoe will 
be com1>1eted and two tiers of up1>er decking will be added. This 
construction of the Robert E. Judd Pavillion and the John E. Baele 
Balcony will boost the capacity by 50,000 fans and will be of unique By Comets Haley 
clesign, using in its construction flying buttresses (in keeping with Raymond C. "Doc Smucker" Baldwin, 65, trainer, golf 
the school's architectural style, and cantilevered skyhooks. The of- coach, athletic director, car wash, and cafeteria manager at 
ficials of the Cincinnati brnnch of the "Big Wheels of Bigtime Foot- Xavier has been offered a position by a local jelly company. 
ball" Mr. Sunbowl Sid ancl his assistant and former quarterback, The announcement was made by Mary Matthews at the 
Mr. Green Crosseye have ap1>roved the pll!ns and suggested a blan- . . 
ket for the fielcl, new passionate purple uniforms, and pigskin gloves wee~ly me~tmg of. ROTC m South Hall. Ray has been 
for the colcl clays. They also suggested to get the university to run associated with th~ f1~·m for the 
a city boncl issue to 1>aY t~e boys a little more. "You know how past 25 years as a Jamtor. 
much taxes are taking these clays," said Mr. Sid. At a Father-Son tea party held 
at the Gayety, Leo P. Sensel, 
SOUTH HALL SURVEY vice-president in ch a r g e of awards, presented Ray with a 
Q. What do you think of Xavier A. Sis Camp, TV performer: goldenbroom. Bob Finnell, fresh-
University? "Looking for my dress." men basketball coach of the year, 
A. DR. HERBERT SCHWARZ- Q. What do ou think f F th was the toastmaster. The an-
KOPF, professor of schwarz- Buschma~n? 0 a er nouncement was also made that 
sopholy: "I limit my think- A. LOU HABIG, XU freshman: Ray had been promoted to chief 
ing to objects worthy of con- "Definitely out to lunch." grape crusher. As Mr. Sensel put 
templation." it,. "Ray has the IQ and the men-
Q. What is your opinion of Fath- t 1 bTt f th · b" Q. Where were you the day tic- er Maguire? a a l 1 Y or e JO • 
kets were bei'ng sold to the A Ray has been at Xavier for 
. JAMES POWERS, XU senior: · ht 71L f th t 1 
Snow-Ball? erg years, 10.: o em oo ong. "Who's he?" During "Slim's" long career he 
~~~mr#i~f.r=:~Sl~~r=~iir=:=:r.r=:=:;;r=:;r,:r=::;r.::i=::r.:m:=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;:;:::=-- has done many great things. Last 
- - - - - - - - ::I ::I ::I ::1151& year at a meeting of the Trainers Dr. Ray Baldwin 
"Who's Fat?" 
Too Important To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
II. MILLER DAIRY co., INC. 
656 East McMillan WOodburn 2474 
Union Local 23 1/4 Ray made the 
statement that "once a boy has 
left high school he no longer by" had many sweet things -~o 
needs to be taped." Al "Miser" say about X and the department 
Stephan was all in favor of it. he was associated with. Ray also 
As Al put it, "more money for ex~l~ined his WHLRO method of 
beer." · trammg. That is, water, heat 
A farewell was given for Ray, lamp and run it off. He also 
at the Club Melody by the school stated that the men of Xavier 
officials, last night. The Rev. were very wonderful to him and 
Jimmy McJerk, LS/MFT, was gave all the campus students 
the toaster master. A dinner of 5: 30 AM permission for .the rest 
Big 60's and beer was enjoyed of the semester. 
by all, esp_ecially the guest who Old Grandad parted with a fa-
consumed 25 Big 60's to say noth- mous quote, "Old trainers never 
ing of the barrel of beer. After die; they're like horses, you shoot 
dinner talks were given by "Owl" them." 
Kluska and George "A.C. or D.C." 
Wechester. 
In his farewell address "Chub-
Red Lavelle was the only two-
headed slinger in XU history. 
be Trainer Spinette Baldwin and "Close co-operation will be tl 
managers Leo Senseless and key words in the Athletic DE 
George Worchestershire Sauce, pa1·tment this season" promise 
all of whom the likeable Leahy Leahy. "We have a capable an 
pursuaded to stay. personable leader in Kluska an 
Leahy was hired on the sug- I know he'll get the material fc 
gestion made by former colum- us now that he is leading th 
nist Paul Cain. The Student Wel- recruiting service." Coach Leah 
fare headed by Father Patrick bemoaned the fact that Notr 
Rattrap, SQ, sent a delegation to Dame great Frank Verichone WE 
the retired coach with the off~r called into the service and could 
of board, .tuition and books which n't assist his old teacher in hi 
Leahy eagerly grabbed up. new job. "We would have had 
The new mentor envisioned hard time getting Frank, how 
great things for Xavier and has ever, because MGM wanted hir 
already made some drastic very much especially after h 
changes. He will use the "0" of- won the Oscar last year. We': 
fensive system in which the team just have to settle for that skinn 
forms a big circle on the line of transfer man from the Englis 
scrimmage and keeps passing the department, Maupin I think hi 
ball around until one man sees name is," claimed the new coacl 
a hole big enough to run through. "However, we look forward t 
On defense, X will employ the a great season," he said. 
FOOTBALL PRICE LIST RELEASEI 
Game Time ............................................ 25¢ per minute from scrlmmag 
Tackles ............................................................................................................ 50 
Pass Receiving · $1.00 (50¢ if not eligible for pass) 
Pass Completed ............................................................... ."...... ...... ....... .... . $2.0 
Touchdown $5.00 plus whatever you can squeeze out of the alumr 
Clipping (if caurht> $2.00 (if he gets up $1.00) 
Clipping (if not caurht) $3.50 (if he doesn't move $4.00) 
Slugging Game Officials (if we're winning) $7.00 
Slugging Game Officials (if we're losing) $10.00 plus tips from fan 
Injury Faking (if we score on play) $15 plus an Oscar 
Injury Faking (if we don't score on play) Free Course with Masqu 
Soclet 
Endorsed by Edward Kloska (Former Professor of FootbaH Sci 
ence and Tactics) 
New UC Schedule Makes Gillman Cry; 
Seton, OLC To Prove Toughest. Foe~ 
Coach Sid Gillman and boys 
(they're not men so they must 
be boys) announced through his 
mouthpiece, Publicity Director 
Hank Zureick, that his mighty 
"kittens" were again this year 
going to schedule some of the 
Midwest's most powerful girls' 
schools. O.L.C., Mount St. Joe, 
Seton, St. Elizabeth School for 
Nursing, and Cincinnati Observa-
tory of Music head some of the 
teams that are to appear in Nip-
pert Stadium this fall. "Of 
course," Sid said, "We will play 
a breather against Xavier. To-
ward the middle of the season 
our boys need a soft game so we 
play X and thereby give our re-
serves a chance to get some ex-
perience." 
Seton, led by shifty Two-ton 
Tilly, will be Cincy's toughest 
foe. Last year, Tilly ran for fifty 
touchdowns and kicked thirty 
points to lead her team to a nar-
. 
Dance la Air-Filtered Comfort 
On Clnc7'1 Lariat. Fina& Floor 
' 
row victory. 
All of Seton's starting eleve1 
will be returning, again this yeaI 
so UC fans will again be in for : 
thrill-.packed afternoon of pur1 
murder. 
:;,.. HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ... 
earn $5000 
a year ••• 
be an officer in 
the air force ••• 
get an exciting 
head start in 
iet aviation ••• 
AND. 
belong 
to a great 
flying 
team?· 
Robert J, Griner, 
Captain USAF 
Aviation Cadet Selec-
tion Team No. '91 
will be at 
Xavier Unlvenlt:r 
on 
April 6th and 'Ith. 
In 
South Ball from 9:80 
A. M. to t P. M. 
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y New Grid. Coac.h; DIMAGGIO BRINGS BAT TO XAVIER; ~ 
~;~~:~~l~ne~::ie~~~b~ ~~to .~~~~~~!~k~esig~IT TROPHY lft.~~1 
rived m Cmcmnati early yeste~d~y. last week as head basketball and baseball coach at Xavier. bawled ·about Wulk's leaving, . .., 
~ star and coach will fill the pos1t10n The pressing position of baseball coach for this season was sobbing, "We· hate to see him 
appointment as athletic director and filled immediately by Athletic Director Ed Klusk with the leave ... he was the easiest coach 
r.uitment service. signing of former Yankee star Joe DiMaggio. a we ever pl:yed." 
tic de-: Mr. and Mrs. DiMaggio arrived Coach s Wife To Teach 
end a 1-1-1-8 or umbrella pattern. yesterday on the same plane as into the open the fight between DiMaggio, who just returned 
~ra of Leahy commented that it will new head football coach, Frank him and former athletic director from coaching the Tokyo All 
y ves- stop them like "water off a duck's Leahy, and toured the campus Al Stephan which former presi- Stars, chortled about his new 
te will back." post, "It will be a pleasure to 
in and "Close co-operation will be the ---·- ··~-- coach in English again. I had a 
s and key words in the Athletic De- tough time with those Japs . , . 
Sauce, partment this season" promised =··= instead of saying 'take t\vo and 
Leahy Leahy. "We have a capable and hit to right' I had to say 'Gung 
personable leader in Kluska and .. :·/.;.''..,r~.:.'. . ~:,:.:• .. , Ho Banzii' ." Former players Tom 
e sug- I know he'll get the material for -.,: St. John, Bob George, and Ed 
:olum- us now that he is leading the Bolger ;·efused sulkingly to at-
t Wel- recruiting service." Coach Leahy tend practice because DiMaggio 
>atrick bemoaned the fact that Notre stopped their $48 a month. The 
tion to Dame great Frank Verichone was new coach said, "We'll have no 
~ offt;r called into the service and could- bonus babies at Xavier." 
which n't assist his old teacher in his Mrs. DiMaggio is reported to 
new job. "We would have had a have accepted a teaching post in 
1sioned hard time getting Frank, how- the philosophy department at 
ld has ever, because MGM wanted him Our Lady of Cincinnati College. 
drastic very much especially after he The smiling mentor's wife, look-
0" of- won the Oscar last year. We'll ing a bit peaked and thin after 
e team just have to settle for that skinny her trip, exclaimed enthusiastic-
line of transfer man from the English ally, "We'll try to teach the girls 
ng the department, Maupin I think his at The Edgecliff a thing or two." 
By Lo1an Rapier 
The basketball schedule for next season is now in the fiRish-
ing stages with the return of Athletic Director Al Stephan from the 
NCAA meetings in Kansas City last week. Al was high in his praise 
of the outstanding caliber of the teams that will ink their names 
on contracts within the next few days. In fact, he is looking for-
ward to the school's first undefeated team in the roundball sport, 
since football has already managed to accomplish 'this feat. Even 
though Mr. Stephan appeared in a great spirit of jubilation, Coach 
Ned Wulk was his usual optimistic self saying,. "We'll be lucky to 
win five games from these teams. Gee whiz, brother, brother." The 
schedule is very much to Bob Coate's liking though, as he visioas 
trips to cities that haven't yet been conquered by the efficient edu-
cator of the Cincinnati sportswriters. 
• • • • • 
Though the dates haven't been released as of yet, the Muskies 
will meet the following teams next year. They are as follows and 
not with respect to formability. Anderson, Cape Girardeau, Carnepe 
Tech, C.C.N.Y., Cedarville, Wittenberg, St. Viator, New Britian, 
Conn. State, Mankato, Long Island U., Kalamazoo, Franklin, Gan-
non, Cincinnati Ferry Command, 36th Armored Div., Hawaiian All· 
Stars (this game will be played in Hawaii and everybody and his 
uncle is trying to get in Al's good graces, hoping for an Invite), 
Chase, Fort Knox (scheduled) at Knox with the hope of relillinr 
the empty coffers of XU, Indiana Central, Muskingham, and West-
ern Ontario. That just about sums up the schedule and It appears 
to be a lousy one from this corner. 
• • • • • n sees name is," claimed the new coach. 
rough. "However, we look forward to 
)y the a great season," he said. Gala Tl.me Planned All the road games will be by train on the "Dollar Line," which will help hold the overhead down. Whereas steaks were on the 
.. ·: ...... :. ··· ·· ...: .... ".~· . A C I W dd • menu this year for most of the meals, the boys next season will 
New Coaches Joe DiMaggio and Frank Leahy flank Mrs. Di- t OQteS e Ing have to be satisfied with Papa Baldwin's favorite meal of poached I.ICE LIST RELEASED Maggio and wave at Xavier President Bill Heatherington S.G. as · M 
they leave their plane at the Cincinnati Lazywild Airport. 't R0o~ertt Coattexs, f?rmuer iPublitic- eggs. Y error as I meant to say one poached egg. Baldy is also pre-................ 25¢ per minute from scrimmage 1 y 1rec or a av1er n vers y, scribing wheat germ for several members . 
........................................................................ 50¢ during the afternoon while scat- dent James Q. MacGurke, S.J., extended a formal invitation to all • • • • • 
[50¢ if not eligible for pass) tered groups of students looked had so valiantly struggled to keep students of Xavier to his wedding Team chaplain, Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, it was reported to me, 
............................................ ." ........................ $2.00 on. DiMaggio will take over prac- quiet. The situation was brought and reception, July 9. has been taking lessons in a game called "Black Lady" by Bolye, 
itever you can squeeze out of the alumni tices tomorrow .and said that to a head when Stephan sched- The ceremony to be performed but commonly referred to by everyone as "Hearts." It seems that 
~ (if he gets up $1.00) anyone who couldn't hit like he uled Kentucky, Dayton, LaSalle, by Rev. Thomas O'Clancy at the the traveling Jesuit needs a little more pocket money in order that 
$3.50 (if he doesn't move $4.00) did and field like his brother Indiana, Niagara, and Slippery B'nai B'rith Synagogue will join he can stay well supplied in cigars on the trips, which Is a bard 
[if we're winning) $7.00 Dom need not continue practic- Rock State Teachers on consecu- Coates and Miss Margie Brand- thing to do with Bob Coates and Ray Baldwin around. 
r we're losing) $10.00 plus tips from fans ing. He shouted, "All we want tive nights during Christmas stetter in the holy bond of matri- • • • • "' 
eon play) $15 plus an Oscar to do .. is win. Baseball, like all week of next basketball season. mony. This will make Miss Brand- Coach Ned Wulk's basketball team stands the chance of re-
score on play) Free Course with Masque other athletics, is played for no Wulk yelled, "Get off it . , , the stetter's fifth marriage and ceiving help for next year:s suicid!7 schedule with the addition of 
Society other rea~on." other ~earns mayib~: but Slippery Coates's ninth. The reception will a couple of players who still have el!gibilit! as far as playing se-
~luska (Former Professor of Football Sci- Departing mentor Ned Wulk Rock is too much. and then he be held at The Fenton Cleaners mesters go, though the NCAA doesn t see it that way .. They are 
shouted defiantly "Get on it" as picked up the NIT trQPhy and on Hyde Park Square from 4 to Xavier's own, Gene "Middie" Smith, and Kentucky's All-American 
he cleaned up the unpublished hit Stephan with it. 6 p, m. Cliff Hagan, both who have a semester left of the three years given 
ile Makes Gillman Cry; 
1 Prove Toughest_ Foes 
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row victory. 
All of Seton's starting eleven 
will be returning, again this year, 
so UC fans will again be in for a 
thrill-.packed afternoon of pure 
murder. 
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ... 
earn $5000 
a year ••• 
be an officer in 
the air force ••• 
get an exciting 
head start in 
iet aviation ••• 
AND. 
belong 
to a great 
flying 
team?· 
Robert J, Grlaer, 
Captala USAF 
AviaUon Cadet Selec-
tion Team No. tel 
will be at 
Xavier Unlvenlt:r 
on 
April 6th and 7th. 
In 
South Ball from 9:80 
A. M. tot P. M. 
a1·ticles in his office. He broke Coach George Smith of UC to a player. 
lf@fili~mmmmm11wr:::.%Ul%@illf:N:Wi~.::r.s~wi::@,~~r.i;fo.,,,,_,~;,;;;;;,;.,,,/fj. 
If How the stars I I got started-tr-tr-tr I 
scaffold. I wasn't hurt, but I 
decided acting was safer. ' 
I went to acting school, played bit parts 
.~fl •• , finally I hit pay dirt in Jf 
ff! 'This Gun for Hire'." @ 
lmH~::=l¥m,m:m111ii:::$::f!f:=~mm:mm::1gimt;1:::::~=r:m:r.$::fw:, 
I &r/llllB> SM()K/N(; tAMEt.C· 
BEeA{l~E ,t() MANY()~ MY 
FP!ENO~ 010. ONCE I STARTeDt 
I KNeW MMBU WERE FOR ME. 
FOR MIUJN6a ANO 'IAllOR.1 
'IOfJ CANT BEAT 'EM I 
-R>r Mi/t/!llS' 
snd fRVOf--
, 
START SMOKING CAMELS 
YOURSELF! Smoke only Camels 
for 30 days and find out why 
Camels are first in mildness, flavor 
and popularity! See how much 
pure pleasure a cigarette can 
giveypu! 
THAN ANY 
-OTHER 
CIGARETTE! 
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Potent Harpe1· VIGORO TV SPONSOR Hines Hails X Food 
Mr. J. Watercress Cumquat, lo- 'F• F AG ' Beco1nes Pugilist cal advertising executive for Vig- It or ourmet 
.· ;·· 
DOWN ·FRONT 
By /Uayo Mohs 
Dr. I. W. Harper, professor of oro, made this statement at the The Xavie1· University Cafe-
distorted philosophy and dead signing of a contract: "We're teria enjoyed a rather unique 
languages, announced this week glad to have this opportunity to distinction this ·past week. Mr. 
that he is leaving the faculty of sponsor "Xavier Presents" as a Duncan Hines paused during his 
Xavier University to enter the fertile field for Vigoro." nation-wide travels to inspect 
boxing l'ing. Dr. Harper, long a The firs~ sponsored s~~w this the cafeteria kitchen and sample 
. :~ rabid enthusiast for boxing and Sunday will feature Wilham H. some of the daily fare served to 
.;;;;;;;..;;.;....;......;.;_ ____________________ football, has decided that, as he Bocklage doing a Swi~s bellringer the students. It was reported by 
The Masque Society so recently hailed here for its put it, "Ah jist cain't wait no act, Gerry K~efe domg 8: scene a reliable source that the famous 
. '. . · t g t 1·n th t li"l ole ·ng from T. S. Ehot's "Cocktail Par- epicure literally raved about the choice of vehicle (Detective Story) for sprmg production, mo 0 e a n ,, . . 
. and trounce the stuffing out of ty, a tribute to the late MaJor cooking. 
'announced last week a bold change m both cast and play. everybody. You all know how I Bowes and a mud wrestling Mr. Hines, the noted author of 
Because "Detective Story" failed to come off as it should feels." In his amateur ring days match between Dennis James "Adventures in Good Eating" was 
have, Mr. John G. Maupin, Society moderator. announce,d at the Baptist Theological Sem- and Ted Mack. quoted as saying,. "Belch." .•. 
that the Masquers now planned · inary and Bible Institute, Dr. 
to do a stage version of "From over other camp us cuties. Harper was well-known for his ---------------------------
Here to Eternity." Maupin, always Said Jenna Lee Grove, who outstanding paunch. 
a man for "rugged realism" at fought for ·and won the meaty · 
"any price," said that they will role of Lorene: "This should be who commented: "I can't wait to 
not follow the line of the recent a real experience." Cookie Chef get my hands •on that beach 
movie (described by the director interrupted the conversation to scene." 
as "white-washed") but will work express her own joy with the Paul "Shakespeare" Sweeney, 
directly from James Jones novel part of Karen Holmes: "I've producer. of the play, tore him-
in an effort to "give some flavor alway loved sand." self away from a group of mer- · 
to the production." Cast alone, however, does not maids to make a statement to 
1 Casting the new play called for make the play. Veteran director yours truly. Summing up the 
real genius, especially since the Maupin, of course, will be on whole enterprise, Sweeney spoke 
student Masquers had refused to hand, and he has selected two eloquently. 
For 
GOOD TASTE 
GOOD HEALTH 
and MILK 
An Independent Sinee 18U 
play in what they called "an ob- administration officials to assist "I'm proud to be a part of 
scene story." The faculty, how- him. Stage-play adaptation will "From Here to Maternity." This 
eve1-, proved more broadmind~d be done by Paul O'Connor who play is full of sound and fury. It 
'and swamped Mr. Maupin with noted that "we'll have to liven signifies something. It has true 
'requests for roles. this thing up. The book was too aesthetic value. Remember, the I· Cut - throat competition left dead." Technical direction ~lll play's the thing. You can quote 
William (National Velvet) Sauter be under Frannie "Beret" Dietz, me on that." 
:::::.~~~.:.::~:n1:~.i-: IT~S All A MllTER OF lASTE role: "He's not a very logical · 
character but he, believes in what . . 
he says." Comments of other leads 
were also significant: 
i Oscar "Academy Award" La 
Plante, on being notified of. his 
selection for the role of Maggio: 
"Can I wear my brown cap?" 
Joseph (To Hell and Back) 
Link, who will play the vicious 
Captain Holmes: "This guy's a 
real man-about-town, isn't he'?" 
Patrick Ratterman, awarded 
the role of Sergeant Worden: "I 
want to make a name on my own 
merits." 
Fred Reif, chosen to portray 
Fatso, the sadistic stockade ser-
geant: "Just give me the whip, 
I know what to do.'' 
The female sex was not wholly 
quiet either. In an exclusive in-
terview with this columnist two 
Evening College girls made 
known the vital reasons for the 
struggle that resulted in victory 
ll 
.. 
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ••• 
earn $5000 
a year ••• 
be an officer in 
the air force ..• 
get an exciting 
head start in 
iet aviation .•• 
AND 
belong 
to a great 
fly-ing 
team? 
Robert J. Griner, 
Captain USAF 
Aviation Cadet Selee-
tion Team No. 401 
will he at 
Xavier University 
on 
April 6th and 7th. 
In 
South Hall from 9:10 
A. M. to t P. M. 
COl"R., THE AMll:RIC:AN TO•AC:C:O C:ON .. ANY 
When you come right down to it, you 
smoke for one simple reason ••. enjoy-
ment. And smoking enjoyment is all a 
matter of taste. Yes, taste is what counts 
in a cigarette. And Luckies taste better. 
Two facts explain why Luckies taste 
better. First, L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike 
means fine tobacco ... light, mild, good-
tasting tobacco. Second, Luckies are ac-
tually made better to taste better • . • 
always round, firm, fully packed to draw 
freely and smoke evenly. 
. So, for the enjoyment you get from 
better taste, and only from better taste, 
Be Happy-Go Lucky. Get a pack or a 
carton of better-tasting Luckies today. 
LUCKIES TASTE BETTER CLIANIR, · ••••••• , IMOOTHIRI 
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The. Night Side of The News Thieves Invade ~ibrary Crypt; 
. St. Tlio1ncts Copies Unwalled 
Top Secret! Wilma Big Potato Soviet, Disney 
Burn Well I~oci~~ub ~~~~rs~?~~ Collaborate 
B f R d• . ticipating their final affair of the 0 N T e ore ea 1ng 1953-54 school year, a fourteen- 11 . ew ext 
• mile potato sack race. · 
By Dotmg Brageser Wilma Dickinson, chairman of The EC Cost Accounting course, 
At approximately this time the race, has arranged to have which is very extensive at the 
last year, under the guise of traffic in town re-routed so that evening college, will profit great-
being one of my contributors the line of .ho.p can' proceed from ly from the new set of text books 
th EC b Id th s which are being purchased. The 
to the Xavier University News e u~ mg sou on. yea- books will cost the school ap-
. . . more to Fifth, east on Fifth to 
-a publication devoted with· Vine, and- north on Vine for sev- proximately $750 for 20 copies. 
out much restraint (or, for that en miles and then back. Assist- and will be available to the· ac-
matter, cohesion to the codes of ing with arrangements are Jack counting students for 50c a copy 
Hollywood foibles) to the exact- Grever and Ai·lene Koch. in the Book Store between 3: 00 
ing replicas of Helen of Troy's Registration fee for the entire and 4: 00 a. m. 
sandals-there appeared in the race plus rye bread and butter The text was edited by Josef 
XU News, with the lighting ef- afterwards will be only $.23. The Karl Donkawsky, famed card-
fects properly adjusted as they potato sacks will be donated by carrying Party member. The ac-
shQ...Uld be while the golden rays the Ken-L-Ration Dog Food counting subject is treated in an 
glinted off the fish's back as he Company. entirely Soviet light throughout 
darted up and down among the Anyone interested in competing the book .. 
waves, a grossly unjust, and, be- is asked to apply in the EC of- The most important feature of 
cause of its similarity to the na- fice. Registrations will be limited the book is the illustrations which 
· tional anthem, "Here's to Louie to ~17, so be sure to register were done by Walt Disney. The 
and the Way He Does the _Hula," early. All EC students are .elig- animal characterizations are ex-
a highly unfair literary piece, ible. pected to help the students. 
All students of Xavier Univer-
sity are reminded that they will 
not be allowed to leave the con-
mittee from Washington is ex-
pected on the campus within the 
next few days. 
The investigation centers around 
the theft, last week, of a volume 
of the Philosophy of St. Thomas 
from the university library. At 
, midnight last Thursday thieves 
broke into the library, slipped 
past the open shelves of Kant, 
Hegel, DeCartes, Hume, and Kin-
sey (both volumes), opened the 
vault behind the librarian's desk, 
and went below to the crypt. 
There for two hours they broke 
down the walled barriers, finally 
reaching the library's copies of 
St. Thomas. They failed to take 
a complete legal library which 
was also discovered. behind the 
walls. 
Mr. Whitey Worst, library cel-
lar custodian, was shocked and 
amazed by the theft. Said he, "I 
fines of the campus until after can't understand how the culprits 
an extensive investigation of last got by my faithful three-headed 
week's theft fr~m the library has I watchdog." -
Worst To Say The Least 
been conducted. In this connec- The library's electl'ic eye, Jim 
tion, a special investigating com- Powell, was shorted. 
whiih describes the nine 14-carat ------------------------------------------------------
gold buttons which held together 
Marilyn's galoshes, to which, 
with only ninety-seven sardine 
labels as proof of the calamity 
which shook Manhattan and Tex-
as in a more devastating manner 
than McCarthy or the H-Bomb 
might do, my name was signed; 
but I, being sound of mind and 
body, and being sole possessor of 
a radio-active Ethics book and 
two balcony tickets to the Xavier 
Presents show, deny this-the 
most involved o1 any discussions 
heretofore contemplated by the 
contemporaries of modern gum-
cracking-wholeheartedly period. 
ED. NOTE: Miss Brageser has 
adopted The News' stream of 
consciousness style. 
'Stop Late Parties,' 
Dean's Wife Baivls 
An official announcement has 
been issued by Dean Russell J. 
Walker begging EC students to 
spend less time at the evening 
college. 
The parties which last far into 
the night must be discontinued 
because Mrs. Walker has object-
ed. It seems the late hours are 
ruining the dean's health. 
Also, although the office real-
izes that most EC students have 
nothing to do during the day it 
nevertheless is necessary that an 
ultimatum ·be made forbidding 
students from arriving for class 
more than three hours early. The 
cong_estion caused by early-ar-
rivers disrupts the work of the 
· office force while they are car-
1·ying out the last of the students 
from the previous night. 
If these rules are not complied 
with, a $15 per day charge for 
board will be initiated, and stu-
dents must realize that this ad-
ditional cost ·will probably force 
many of them to get jobs during 
the day. 
·-·- --~.._..~!-~~~ 
TUXEDO 
RENTAL 
* 
LANDEN, LTD. 
606 Vine St. 
PArkway _7345 
.< 
AmericOCS 
Knights of the Sky ... 
The Sparta/I Band that held the pass, 
The K11ights of Arthur's trai11 
The Light Brigade that charged the guns, 
Across the battle plai11 A ""' ~~·\~----­ Ca11 claim 110 greater g/01y tha11 The de<licated few Wlto weai· tire Wings of Si/vel' 
... 011 a field of Air Force Blue. 
'.. . 
SMllLEM OP' THI CHOSEN FIW 
A~ 
For Fellowship ••• High Adventure ••• and a Proud Mission ••• 
wear the wings of the- U.S. Air Force! 
In days gone by, youqg men in s~ining 
armor ruled the age. Today, a new kmd of 
man rules the age-America's Knights of 
the Sky, the Air Force Pilots! T)Jcy rule 
from on high, in flashing silver-winged 
Air Force jets ... a gallant band that all 
America looks up to! Like the Knights of 
old, they are few in number, but they 
represent their Nation's greatest strength. 
If you are single, between the ages of 
19 and 26~. you can join this select flying 
team and serve with the finest. You will be 
given the best jet training in the world, and 
graduate as an Air Force Lieutenant earn· 
ing $5,000 a year. Your silver wings will 
mark you as one of the chosen few who 
ride the skies in Air Force jets. 
As an Air Force pilot, your kingdom is 
space-a jet is your charger and your 
mission is the highest. You arc a key 
defender of the America11 faith, with a 
guaranteed future bot/1 in military and 
commercial aviation. 
Join America's Knights of the Sky, new 
menofanewage,BeanAviationcadet ! For 
further information, fill out this coupon. 
UNITED STATES 
AIR FORCE 
r---------------~~ I 'AVIATION CADET, AFPTl-P-4 I Headquarters, u.s.A.F., Wa1hl111ton 25, o.c. 
I Please se11d me i11/orma1io11 011 my I oppor11111ities as a11 Air Force pilot. 
I Nem1 .•..••••..•..••....•..•..••.•.••••••••• 
I 
I A.Wm• . . . . ...................... , .•..•..•.• 
I I City, ........................................ , 
-
PAGE EIGHT 
Sis Camp In Toga 
·Beyond X-Horizon 
(Continued from Page 2) 
on his constitutional rights as 
seen in the case 6 Wheat.606. He 
too was booted from the meeting 
and put on the Adjutant Gener-
al's List of Subversives. 
The meeting of the Academic 
Council was adjourned after Chi-
co Inserni's suggestion that for 
amusement the university ,ought 
to replace pinball machines and 
substitute Spanish Bull Fights in 
the stadium was defeated on the 
grounds that we had enough bull 
around here already. 
Various comments were later 
heard from French instructor De-
Gooseman that in France we do 
not have this problem. In France 
we have wine and women, who 
wants pinball machines? Rev. 
Paul L. O'Conner flatly stated 
that he was Dean and dang if 
anyone would get his pinball ma-
chine after it took him so long 
to learn to operate it so it would-
n't go tilt, tilt, tilt. The situation 
was summed up by Rev. McGuire, 
"We at Xavier University need 
money." 
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO ... 
earn $5000 
a year ••• 
be an officer in 
the air force ••• 
get an exciting 
head start in 
iet aviatio~ ••• 
AND 
belong 
toag·reat 
flying 
team? 
Robert J. Griner, 
Captain USAF 
A viatlon Cadet Selec-
tion Team No. 408 
will be at 
Xavier University 
on 
April 6th and 'Uh. 
In 
South Ball from 9:30 
A. M. to 4 P. M. 
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THISIS IT! 
L&M FILTERS ARE JUST 
WHAT THE DOCTOR ORDERED 
I smoked filter tip cigarettes· for years before I tried 
l&M's. They have a far better flavor than any other 
brand of filters I have ever smoked. Read the fact1 below 
and try l&M 's your.self. You'll lilce them too. 
~~IAl11U 
4. Much More Flavor and Aroma. At last 
a filter tip cigarette with plenty of good 
taste. Reason-L&M Filters' premium 
quality tobaccos; a blend which includes 
special aromatic types. 
*U. S. Patent Pending 
MUCH MORE FLAVOR 
MUCH LESS 
NICOTINE 
•• D 
